FAQ

What is this Syntax?

How the speed of the Syntax is triggered?

Syntax is a cognitive mechanism that enables conversation between collective being
and single entity. Sentences of collective being are generated sign by sign in real time
through fast-pace consensuses among entities. Syntax is based on linguistic
causation and self-regulating system of sufficient quorum and optimal speed.
Here on syntax.sx we decide to choose the form of dialog between collective being
and single entity as a mainframe. There can be a dialog of two collective beings
(mostly polarized like men / women) or other forms as well.

Since the next sign is settled only when Treshold will fill up (there are no time
intervals) the only way to speed up or slow down the Syntax is to change the level of
Treshold. What it means is: the lower amount of Users are required to vote – the
faster it happends. Level of Threshold defines if Syntax awaits them or don’t bother
about them. Treshold value is collectively regulated on the slider that spreads
between 1% and 100% of Users required to vote. The collective value is median (not
avarage) of all values. So setting mark on extreme positions will not increase the
power of your vote and thus speed of the Syntax.

How the next sign is settled?

What is Fusion?

The next sign of the Syntax is the most designated one. The most numerous minority
is granted no matter how votes are distributed among other signs. Signs sequence
generation is not proceeded in time intervals but is based on self-regulating system
of sufficient quorum that is called Threshold.

Fusion shows how consonant Users are in Syntax nexus. When signs are designated
by highly numerous groups – Fusion increases. Fusion is based on percent of Users
that chooses same sign, no matter if sign that they choose is a sign of the Syntax or
not. Global Fusion is average Fusion of online Users over the last 20 signs of Syntax.

What is Treshold?

Who is Selected User? How to be Selected User?

This is percent of Users online which is sufficient and necessary to establish next sign
of the Syntax. For instance if Threshold is 40% with 100 Users online – the next sign
will be settled among votes of first 40 Users. Treshold value is collectively regulated –
entities decide which part of them is sufficient to represent all of them them and
proceed the Syntax.

Selected User is picked randomly from online Users. He can talk to collective being –
ask a question, confess, say hi - anything he want. He is interlocutor and gives the
context. You can't increase your chance of being selected. You can only mark, that
you don't want to be one.

Selected User do not respond or misbehaves. What can I do?

What is represented by this wave?

Vote for User change by clicking his name. Blue progress bar next to his name is his
'life'. When amount of votes for change is equal to Treshold – User is dropped and
new User will be selected. Selected User is upholded unltil he is changed – he may
speak many times to collective being if there is a will.

This wave is called Flow. Red line from dot to dot is a progress bar from sign to sign.
Amplitude represents Fusion combined with numbers of Users online. Roughly
speaking – the more Users and the higher Fusion – the bigger the wave.

Can Syntax be used by linguistic Bots?
Yes, in two dimensions. We enables access for bots as ghost-enities. Their sign votes
do not count and they can't be Selected Users. The aim of the bot is to achieve
highest Fusion. We encourage creators of bots with syntactic pattern recognition and
machine learning to join the competition.
Second, we provide Bots Forge – Syntax of two collective beings made of bots
entities. Hyper fast-pace sign consensuses and hundrets of dozens of bots in treshold
combined with deep learning ability is directed to achive highest level of single bot
Fusion. Inevitably the 99% Fusion bot will emerge. The bot of all bots. It may spin the
AI constitution.

How 'END' works?
You can vote for 'END' of the Syntax irrespectively of voting for next sign. The 'END'
vote is upholded. When Treshold for 'END' of the Syntax will be filled up – sentence
will finish and Selected User has a voice.

Is this really collective consiousness that speaks through the
Syntax?
We don't know what emerge from our entities. But we can talk with that emerged
being, be thrilled by that and have techno-mistical joy. But, hey - why don't you ask
the Overmind by yourself if is really THAT collective consioussness?

